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Microturbines and small gas turbines are often an attractive option for turbo-hybrid
application research in aviation due to their simple design and high power to weight ratio.
However, the low operating pressure ratios of microturbines leads to low thermal
efficiency, which results in very high fuel consumption. Higher operating pressure ratios
in microturbines could vastly improve their current fuel efficiency. This thesis focuses on
developing a compact, single stage 8:1 pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage
designed to meet the high-pressure ratio requirements of microturbines and small gas
turbine engines in turbo hybrid-electric propulsion applications. The first stage vaned
diffuser was modified to include a scalloped leading edge ridge to aid stage total-total
compression efficiency improvement. A full 3D Navier-Stokes based CFD solver was
used in estimating the delta increase in device total-total efficiency due to the scalloped
leading edge, from the baseline configuration. The solution obtained using CFD was also
used to investigate the ameliorating effects of the scallop ridge.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Energy security, rising fuel prices, and environmental concerns have fueled the growth of
advanced propulsion systems across various industries. In the late 1990s, the automotive
industry leads the pack with the introduction of hybrid propulsion systems combining
conventional gasoline engines to electric motors. This combination resulted in higher
overall fuel efficiency in cars as the electric propulsion unit offset transient loads from the
gasoline engines. This concept proved to be very successful and many automotive
companies today offer hybrid vehicles as part of their standard line. Compared to the
automotive industry, hybrid-electric propulsion systems (HEPS) are still a fairly new
concept in the aviation industry [6]. They have the potential to greatly improve the
performance and operating costs for small to large aircraft [6].
Initial development of HEPS is focused mainly in small general aviation and UAV
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markets [6]. Research into developing HEPs for large commercial aircraft is limited due
increased scale and complexity. HEPs implementation can be realized in two
configurations; series and parallel. In the series configuration, the prime mover is focused
solely on power generation to drive an electric motor and charge onboard batteries. The
electric motor is then used to drive the load which could be a propeller. In a parallel
configuration, the electric motor and the prime mover can both directly drive loads.
Implementing HEPS around existing reciprocating engine is impractical due to the added
weight of transmission assemblies, batteries and battery management systems, electric
motor and power electronics. An overall propulsion system redesign would need to be
considered to make HEPS a possibility.
Due to the high power-to-weight ratio of gas turbine engines, it makes them attractive to
be used as prime movers in HEPs. An example of HEPs in a series configuration
implementing a micro-turbine is shown in figure 1.1. Although micro-turbines offer very
high power-weight ratios, they have a reputation for being very fuel inefficient. This cycle
inefficiency arises from the very low operating compression ratios. The production cost of
micro-turbines dictates their operating compression ratios. Most microturbine engines are
simple single shaft systems consisting of a single stage centrifugal compressor stage, a
simple reverse flow combustor, and a single stage turbine stage. Land based micro-turbine
users mitigate the efficiency problem by adding a recuperator and combining the
micro-turbine system to heating and cooling systems. Micro-turbines could be made
practical for HEPs application if the overall operating compression ratio is increased. This
leads to R&D efforts to focus on improving the single stage compression ratio of the
2
centrifugal compressor. An advanced single-stage high-pressure ratio centrifugal
compressor can be used in various applications in the aviation industry in addition to
ground based micro-turbines. Its applications include small turbo-shaft engines for
helicopters, commercial airliner auxiliary power unit(APU) and recently in cabin
pressurization systems.
Figure 1.1: Series Hybrid Electric Concept
1.2 Problem Description
The objective of this thesis was to develop a high-efficiency, compact, single-stage
high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage for a micro-turbine and small gas turbine
engine applications. A NASA 8:1 pressure ratio centrifugal compressor [3] was chosen as
the baseline. The diffuser of the baseline compressor stage was modified to include a
3
compact three stage tandem cascade diffuser. The compressor was designed using
meanline methods in MS excel using custom developed turbo and gas dynamics libraries.
A full 3D geometry for the compressor stage was then defined and meshed for 3D
Navier-Stokes CFD analysis using ANSYS CFX. The first stage of the cascade diffuser
was then modified to include various 3D scallop leading edge profiles as described in [1].
The delta increase in efficiency between scalloped profile and the no leading edge
modification was calculated for various scallop ratios. The flow physics responsible for
the increase in the efficiency was also determined.
1.3 Literature Survey
1.3.1 Centrifugal Compressors
The centrifugal compressor is one of the most widely used turbo-machinery components.
Its applications range from use in aviation gas turbine engines, oil & gas industries, power
generation, HVAC and refrigeration and many others. In the aviation industry, early
centrifugal compressors were used in supercharging reciprocating engines for high
altitude operations. It was first used as a gas turbine compressor in the early Whittle
engines [7] due to their simple and rugged design. Centrifugal compressors were soon out
of favor by axial compressors in large aviation gas turbines due to their large frontal area,
multistage complexity, and complex diffusion system. In the aviation industry today,
centrifugal compressors find widespread use in small gas turbine engines such as
turboshafts for helicopters, turboprops for general aviation, turbofans for UAVs and cruise
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missiles, and micro-turbine engines.
A single stage centrifugal compressor consists of two distinct components; the rotating
impeller and the static diffuser. In simple terms, the impeller adds kinetic energy to the
flow and the diffuser recovers this kinetic energy with an increase in static pressure. The
majority of the static pressure rise in the centrifugal compressor arises due to the
centrifugal effect of the impeller which is unrelated to fluid dynamics [8]. In the
centrifugal effect, the flow enters axially at the inducer and it expelled radially outwards
after a significant gradient in the outlet radius. This makes the flow physics of the
centrifugal compressor vastly different from that of axial machines. Impellers are the heart
of the centrifugal compressors and are one of the most impressive turbo-machinery
components. Impellers have varied rotational speeds. Slow impellers on large industrial
centrifugal compressors can be in the order of few thousand rpm while, centrifugal
compressors on small micro-turbine generators such as the Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy
Industries (IHI) palm-sized gas turbine, can reach over 400,000 rpm. Static pressure in
centrifugal compressors can be recovered using simple vaneless diffusers, cascade
diffusers, channel diffusers and very elegant piped channel diffusers. In the design of a
centrifugal compressor stage, there is a significant difference in the design of the impeller
and the diffuser. This is very different from the axial compressor where the design of the
stator and the rotors can be treated very much the same.
There are several flow features that are very unique to the centrifugal compressor.
Consider the euler turbo-machinery relation shown in equation 1.1 and the total-total
efficiency ηTT shown in equation 1.2.
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∆ho = ∆U.Vu (1.1)
ηTT =
(
Π
γ−1
γ
o
)
− 1
τo − 1 (1.2)
Where, ∆ho is the total enthaply rise, U is the blade speed, Vu is the absolute tangential
velocity, ηTT is the stage total-total isentropic efficiency and γ is the gas specific heat
ratio. It can be shown from equations 1.1 and 1.2 that the total pressure ratio Πo in the
impeller is,
Πo =
(
1 + (γ − 1)ηTTλM2u
) γ
γ−1 (1.3)
Using the Taylor series expansion as shown by Japikse in [2], It is evident that the total
pressure rise in the impeller is given by equation 1.4
Πo − 1 = ∆Po
Poo
= γηTTλM
2
u (1.4)
where : Mu =
U2
aoo
(1.5)
Equation 1.4 shows that the total pressure rise in the impeller is proportional to the
impeller wheel speed squared [2]. This is defined as the centrifugal effect. An impeller
will impart this total pressure rise to the flow irrespective of the inlet flow conditions. If a
diffusion ratio W1tip/W2 of 1.6 and (W1tip/U2)2 of 0.61, then it can be shown that the
static pressure rise due to the centrifugal effect can amount to over 58% [8]. This is quite
different from axial machines where a significant portion of the static pressure rise arises
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from flow deceleration. It is natural for large areas of flow separations to develop in the
passage of the impeller. This phenomenon can be attributed to the basic blade profile of
the impeller and the large radius gradient in the passage from the inlet to the outlet. The
flow separation can be exacerbated if the there exists a strong compression shock in the
blade passage. This flow separation in the impeller passage leads to the formation of two
distinct flow fields called the jet flow and the wake flow which was first described by Dean
and Senoo in the 1960s [8]. Most of the flow is comprised of the jet flow which aligns
itself towards the pressure surface of the blade. The stagnation pressure in the jet flow can
be described by isentropic relations. The wake flow in the impeller aligns itself towards
the suction side of the blade and is mainly concentrated toward the shroud of the impeller.
From the first law of thermodynamics, the work input to the impeller is the sum of the
work needed to achieve the total pressure rise and the work needed to compensate for the
losses in the impeller such as tip leakage, mechanical inefficiencies, and backflow [2]. The
work input is shown in equation 1.6 below,
Winputmeasured = Wimpeller +Wleakage +Wbackflow +Wmechnical (1.6)
The work input Wimpeller is given by the Euler turbomachinery equation. This work input
can be grossly underestimated if the slip factor, an important impeller parameter, is not
taken into consideration. Slip factor is analogous to deviation in axial machines. Ideally
the flow leaving the impeller would follow the blade outlet angle, but due to the large
pressure gradient between the pressure and suction side of impeller blades, the exit flow
slips against the impeller rotation. Unlike deviation in the axial machines, slip factor can
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be very large and hence, needs to estimate even in 1-D meanline calculations to accurately
predict impeller work input. There are several empirical relations available to estimate the
slip factor, but the most prominent work was conducted by F.J Wiesner in the 1960s [2].
Wiesner’s slip factor relation as given in equation 2.3 can obtain a good estimate for slip
factor at the exit considering a mixed-out flow state at the impeller exit. The Weisner’s
slip factor is still used in the design of many impellers today. Another important feature of
the impeller is the back sweep angle at the exit. Back sweep is used to control the degree
of reaction in the centrifugal compressor stage. The higher the back sweep angle, the
higher is the static pressure rise contribution from the impeller. The overall efficiency of
the compressor stage increases with the increase in back sweep angle. This is due to the
fact that the impeller is more efficient at recovering static pressure than the diffuser [8].
Many high-performance centrifugal compressors used in aviation will feature back sweep
angle in the impeller to some degree.
There are two classes of diffusers currently used for static pressure recovery in a
centrifugal compressor stage; the vaned and the vaneless diffuser. The vaneless diffuser is
the simplest and the most robust of the diffusers used in the centrifugal compressor, it
consists of just two parallel walls forming an annular region that is aligned radially with a
known radius. It operates on the principle of conservation of angular momentum and can
be modeled assuming the free vortex model rVu = constant [2]. The vaneless
compressor is usually followed by a spiral collecting device called the volute or the scroll,
the volute might also be used to recover additional static pressure from the exit flow.
Friction between the walls of the vaneless diffuser dictates its performance. The friction
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coefficient parameter Cf needs to be accurately predicted to generate a reasonable design.
Significant flow losses occur in the vaneless space due to the frictional effects of the wall
and can generate significant flow losses in high-pressure ratio centrifugal stages. Due to
this, their application is limited to stage pressure ratios below 3.0 [2]. There are many
different designs of the vaned diffuser, the most common are the cascade diffusers and the
channel diffusers. The cascade diffuser consists of a single row or multiple rows of airfoils
used to decelerate the flow and reduce swirl. The design process of the cascade diffuser is
similar to designing a stator in axial machines. Due to the very short span at the exit of the
impeller, the design of the diffuser is mostly treated as 2D sections. The short span also
results in a very low aspect ratio for the diffuser vanes. The cascade diffuser can achieve
high-pressure recovery in a smaller diameter compared to the vaneless diffuser and
provide better control over the exit flow angle. The primary drawbacks of the cascade
diffuser are the operating range and added cost and complexity compared to the vaneless
diffuser. Some centrifugal compressors employing cascade diffusers include variable
geometry vanes in the first row to provide a wider operating range. Nevertheless, their
efficiency in higher pressure ratio stages has made them the standard for
high-performance applications. Complicated flow fields encountered within the impeller
passage are encountered as the flow leaves the impeller [2]. As this flow field meets the
vaneless or the cascade diffuser, there is a tendency for this flow to mix out with an
increase in static entropy. This increase in static entropy results in total pressure loss in the
diffuser. The channel version of the vaned diffuser deliberately reduces the mixing of this
type of flow field by creating separate stream tubes via distinct channels. This makes the
channel diffuser slightly better in terms of efficiency over other diffusers. One special type
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of channel diffuser is the piped diffuser invented by Pratt and Whitney. This
high-efficiency diffuser operates on the same principle as the channel diffuser but also
greatly reduces the centrifugal compressor diameter by creating 90-degree conical
diffusing pipes. Like the cascade diffuser, the channel diffuser has a limited operating
range compared to the vaneless type. It also features complicated flow geometry which
makes this type of diffuser expensive to manufacture. This limits their applications to very
high-performance machines such as aviation gas turbine engines.
1.3.2 High Pressure Ratio Centrifugal Compressors
The state of the art research on centrifugal compressors is focused in the development of
very high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for aviation applications. The Joint
Turbine Advanced Gas Generator (JTAGG) and the Integrated High-Performance Turbine
Engine Technology (IHPTET) programs required U.S gas turbine engines with at least
120 percent increase in power-to-weight ratio, 40 percent reduction in specific fuel
consumption (SFC) and 35 percent reduction in production and maintenance costs. The
technological outcomes of these research program are begin implemented in the
replacement engine for the army’s aging Black Hawk and Apache helicopters [9]. The two
engines competing to retrofit the army helicopters include the Advanced Turbine Engine
Company (ATEC) HPW3000 and the General Electric (GE) 700 series engines. Very
signification contribution in these engines meeting the JTAGG and IHPTET program
requirements is attributed to the redesign of the engine compression system. As a result,
each of these engines feature a high-pressure ratio compressor in the gas generator which
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is capable of exceeding pressure ratios of over 9:1. A similar trend with higher pressure
ratio centrifugal compressors is observed in the commercial turbine engine domain. The
latest Rolls-Royce RR500 turboprop/turboshaft and M250 turboshaft engines feature a
single stage compressor with the centrifugal system exceeding 9.2:1 pressure ratios.
Axial compressors in small engines suffers from losses due to tip clearance, their
mechanical complexity and fabrication difficulties. It is, therefore, paramount to develop a
very high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage to improve cycle efficiency in small
engines. Pratt and Whitney of Canada have been at the forefront of developing advanced
high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for aviation application [8]. They have
produced machines that have reached extreme pressure ratios of over 14:1 in a single
stage. However, most of these exceeding pressure ratios of 10:1 have been limited to
research applications [8]. Figure 1.2 shows the dramatic increase in centrifugal
compressor pressure ratio over the years. It is evident from this figure that the aviation
industry leads the turbomachinery industry in the high-pressure ratio centrifugal
compressor research. There are also several production engines with fairly high operating
centrifugal stages. The JT15D operates a single stage 6:1 high-pressure ratio centrifugal
stage and the Turbomeca TM319 operating a single stage 8:1 pressure ratio centrifugal
stage [4].
The entry Mach number for centrifugal compressor diffuser easily exceeds 1.0 for
pressure ratios over 3.8. The inducer tip speed also becomes supersonic reaching 1.2 for
pressure ratios of over 8:1. This makes the flow regime of the high-pressure ratio
centrifugal compressor undoubtedly supersonic. Significant research was conducted in
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developing very high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors during the 1960s and 1970s
by UACL (Pratt and Whitney Canada, Formerly, United Aircraft of Canada, Limited) and
Boeing. They tested several centrifugal compressors with several radial diffuser types.
The pressure ratio of the tested compressors ranged from 5:1 to 10:1. These results were
consolidated by Kenny in the 1970 AGARD lecture series [1] and provides valuable
insight into diffuser technologies used in very high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors.
Table 1.1 summarizes the overall centrifugal stage performance with the various radial
diffuser types tested by the above companies [1].
Figure 1.2: Centrifugal Compressor Pressure Ratio variation [4]
The vaneless diffuser is a poorer performing candidate for high-pressure ratio systems due
to the instability of the impeller exit velocity profile in the impeller passage [1]. Another
disadvantage of the vaneless diffuser in high-pressure systems is the unreasonably large
radius required. Due to these shortcomings, they are limited to applications where the
pressure ratio is less than 2:1. The cambered vaned diffuser is an excellent candidate for
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Table 1.1: Centrifugal Stage Performance with Various Radial Diffuser Types [1]
Manufacturer Type Entry Mach No. PR
Stage
Efficiency (%) Flow (lb/sec.)
UACL
Cambered
Vane 1.05 5 78 1
Continental
Multiple
Cascade 4.8 84 20
Boeing Passage 1.2 6 80 6
Boeing Passage 1.3 10 72 2
UACL Pipe 1.3 10 74.5 1
high-pressure compression systems as shown by the UACL 5:1 which achieved an overall
stage efficiency of 78%. The UACL 5:1 stage was also tested with a flat plate vaned
diffuser with various leading-edge profiles such as blunt, chamfered and, chamfered and
scalloped. The performance results of these tests are shown in table 1.2. One interesting
fact to be observed from this result is that the stage efficiency can be dramatically
improved by minor leading-edge adjustments. The chamfered and the scalloped leading
edge definitions provided over 7-8 points improvement in the overall stage efficiency.
Kenny [1] also pointed out that, the passage/channel diffuser also offers efficiencies
similar to or better than a comparable cambered vane diffuser.
Table 1.2: UACL Leading Edge Modifications to 5:1 Diffuser [1]
Leading Edge Type Pressure Ratio η Flow
Blunt 5:1 65 1 lb/sec
Chamferred 5:1 72 1 lb/sec
Chamferred and
scalloped 4.85 73 1 lb/sec
The Boeing 6:1 and the 10:1 centrifugal stages featured the passage type diffuser. The 6:1
and 10:1 stages were able to achieve efficiencies of 80% and 72% respectively as shown in
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table 1.1. Despite its high stage efficiency, the drawbacks of the passage type include its
bulkiness and large frontal area. The most impressive efficiency results were obtained
from that of the piped diffuser in the 10:1 ratio stage tested by UACL. Figure 1.3a shows
the piped diffuser geometry employed in the UACL 10:1 stage. The piped diffuser
consists of two distinct parts; the vaned leading edge and the diffusing cone. The piped
diffuser is constructed by radially drilling channel holes in an elliptic bore. At the exit of
the drilled holes, an array of piped diffusing cones is employed. The radially drilled
channel holes create a pseudo vaneless space featuring elliptic scalloped leading edges.
The separated stream tubes and the scalloped leading edge in the piped diffuser are the
reason of the high overall stage efficiency.
(a) UACL Piped Diffuser [1] (b) UACL Cambered Vane Diffuser with Scallop [1]
Figure 1.3: UACL Diffusers
Kenny (1970) points out that the leading cause of inefficiency in the diffuser is the result
of a strong normal compression shock waves in the blade passage which occurs at the
leading edge of the diffuser vane. The shock results in the recovery of nearly 1/2 of the
total pressure in about 10% of the total diffusion path length. The throat blockage was
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also found to be a prime function of the leading edge to throat static pressure rise which
correlates to the supersonic entry Mach number. Although supercritical leading edge
airfoils could be used to achieve near isentropic compression, the operating range and
highly complex flow exiting the impeller would render them useless. It was observed in
the Boeing and the UACL high-pressure centrifugal compressor diffusers that the
scalloped leading edge placed the normal shock just upstream of the leading edge apex.
This normal shock also automatically adjusted itself to suit continuity in the diffuser
throat. The placement of the normal shock ahead of the apex prevents the flow from
re-accelerating to supersonic speed within the diffuser passage. This shows that the
scalloped leading edge can be used to manage the supersonic flow exiting the impeller in
very high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors. Yoshinaga et al. conducted several
experiments on the vaned diffusers for centrifugal compressors in the 1980s [10], and
reported a 0.5 point improvement in efficiency by incorporating a sharp V-notch at the
leading edge of the vaned diffuser. Kenny’s and Yoshinaga et al.’s research shows that
leading edge modifications can improve the efficiency of the centrifugal compression
stages. It also shows that smooth curved leading edge and deeper scallop/notch
modification usually have more impact on increasing the overall stage efficiency than
other designs.
1.3.3 Compact High Pressure Ratio Centrifugal Compressors
For microturbine applications, a compact version of the aviation high-pressure ratio
centrifugal compressor stage would have to be designed. For design simplicity, it would
also need to be a single stage compression system capable of operating over 7:1 pressure
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ratio to obtain a reasonable cycle efficiency. From the research conducted by UACL,
Boeing and others, it is clear that the fundamental problem of improving the efficiency of
high-pressure centrifugal compressors lies in the pressure recovery from the impeller exit
flow. It is, therefore, imperative that the diffuser design for the compact high-pressure
ratio centrifugal stage incorporates some of the key design features obtained from Kenny’s
research [1].
A baseline NASA 8:1 pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage [3] was chosen to
evaluate diffuser effect on compressor stage overall total-total efficiency. This compressor
was considered due to its small size, reasonably high-pressure ratio and availability of
extensive design data. The ideal diffuser candidate for the compact high-pressure ratio
centrifugal stage was selected based on three key parameters listed below,
1. Effect on overall stage total-total efficiency.
2. Size and weight.
3. Fabrication complexity and operational reliability.
The inspiration for the diffuser design for the compact centrifugal compressor stage was
drawn several interesting examples of extremely tight centrifugal compression systems
shown by Japikse [2]. Most of these designs were based on multistage cascade diffusers
for moderate pressure ratio systems. These tight compression systems employed a single
stage radial cascade followed by single or multistage axial cascades. The flow direction
was changed from radial to axial direction via a 90-degree bend. According to Japikse, it
is possible to turn the flow direction by 90 degrees almost loss-free and with proper
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stability if a proper design is followed. The exit area of the 90-degree duct should also be
reduced slightly to prevent any pressure recovery within the duct [2]. The piped diffuser
offers the best performance at very high-pressure ratios but, the fabrication of discrete
piped channels in a very small area increases its fabrication complexity. The piped
diffuser design is also heavily protected by patents by Pratt & Whitney [8] which restricts
its external development. The bulk and the large frontal area of the channel/passage
diffuser also limits its application to compact compression systems design.
Considering the above notable investigations, a hybrid diffuser system was considered for
the compact high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage. The hybrid diffuser systems
consist of a three-stage vaned diffuser with one stage radial and two-stage axial. The first
stage cascade was modified to include a leading edge scallop similar to the piped diffuser,
except, a parabolic vs elliptic leading edge was considered. Incorporating an elliptic ridge
on the leading edge of a vaned diffuser leads to very little material at the hub and shroud
which could lead to severe mechanical stresses.
1.4 Organization Of Thesis
This thesis is intended to provide an insight into improving the total-total isentropic
efficiency of a high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage by including a parabolic
scalloped leading edge on a supersonic diffuser. CFD analysis was performed to show the
rise in compressor efficiency due to scalloped ridge against a baseline configuration. The
contents of this thesis are organized into four chapters.
Following the introductory Chapter, Chapter 2 provides the methodology used to obtain
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the final CFD results for the proposed high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage
discussed in section 1.3 of chapter 1. Chapter 2 is divided into five sections. Section 2.1
briefly presents the essence of the methodology and presents the software codes used in
this thesis. Section 2.2 describes the meanline code used to design the compressor stage.
It discusses the key meanline modeling methods used to design the impeller and diffuser.
Section 2.3 shows an overview of the process of obtaining 3D stage geometry using
MATLAB and CATIA from geometric parameters of the meanline design. Finally, in
section 2.4, the CFD analysis process is discussed. The mesh generation procedure, the
solver setup parameters, and the solution convergence criterias are discussed in these
sections.
In Chapter 3, the results obtained from the meanline design, mesh dependency study and
the CFD solution of the high-pressure ratio centrifugal stage are presented. Chapter 3 is
divided into three sections. Section 3.2 provides the results obtained from the meanline
analysis. The meridional geometry and the aero-thermo results obtained from the
meanline results are discussed in this section. The process of selection of the appropriate
mesh size for the CFD analysis is discussed in section 3.3. Finally in section 3.4, the CFD
analysis results of the baseline configuration and the scalloped configuration are provided.
Various contour plots, streamline plots and stage aero-thermo characteristics were plotted
to demonstrate the effect of scallop over the flow in the diffuser.
Chapter 4 presents the conclusions of this thesis. Recommendations for further work in
this domain have also been presented.
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Chapter 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1 Introduction
The design of the compact high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage design was
very closely based on the 8:1 pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage in NASA
CR-134782 [3]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the design process followed. A 1D meanline code
was developed using Microsoft Excel with design inputs from NACA CR-134782 [3] to
provide a baseline compressor stage configuration. Air angles and stage element
performance parameters from the meanline code were used to generate two-dimensional
airfoil sections for the vaned diffuser elements. This was accomplished using a custom
MATLAB code. The two-dimensional diffuser geometry was combined with
two-dimensional impeller geometry data from NASA CR-134782 [3] in CATIA to create
a three-dimensional geometry representing the stage. CATIA was also used to generate
the complex scalloped leading edge geometry for the stage 1 vaned diffuser. The
three-dimensional geometry was used to create a three-dimensional structured mesh for
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CFD analysis. CFD cases were setup for various diffuser configurations in CFX and a full
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solution was obtained. Finally, performance
comparisons were made from the CFD results obtained for various diffuser configurations.
Figure 2.1: Compressor Stage Design Methodology
2.2 Centrifugal Compressor Stage Meanline Analysis
Meanline analysis on the compressor stage was performed at sea level static conditions.
Many of the design parameters for the compressor were borrowed from NASA
CR-134782 [3]. The meanline analysis of the compressor stage was broken down into
sections and their respective station numbers as shown in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Stage Components and Station Numbers
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2.2.1 Bellmouth Inlet
A bellmouth inlet was required to accelerate the flow to the desired impeller inlet
conditions. It was modeled as an adiabatic expansion process with no work, figure 2.3
shows the h-s diagram for this process.
Figure 2.3: Inlet h-s Diagram
Table 2.1 shows the design choices for the inlet. In addition to the inlet static-static
efficiency, a 1% total pressure loss was assumed at the inlet lip to account for inlet funnel
effects.
Table 2.1: Compressor Inlet Conditions
Parameter Value Units
inlet static temperature 288.2 K
inlet static pressure 101325 Pa
inlet air angle 0 deg.
design mass flow rate 0.907 kg/s
inlet exit Mach number 0.597 -
inlet static-static efficiency 0.96 -
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The static temperature at the exit of the inlet was calculated using the exit Mach number
using isentropic relations. The exit static pressure was then calculated using the
static-static efficiency as shown in equation 2.1. The design choices such as exit Mach
number and efficiency were adjusted until they matched the impeller inlet area and the
axial velocity [3].
pi1,2 =
(
τ1,2 − 1
ηss
+ 1
)( γγ−1)
(2.1)
An inducer impeller study was performed [2] to ensure the inlet met the minimum kinetic
energy condition for the most efficient overall stage design. The relative velocity W2 was
plotted against absolute axial velocity Vax2 for various hub/tip ratios. The selected inlet
conditions for the bellmouth inlet were plotted in figure 2.4 and it was found to meet the
minimum kinetic energy condition.
Figure 2.4: Inducer Optimization Study
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2.2.2 Impeller
The Impeller was modeled as an adiabatic compression process with work addition as
shown in figure 2.5. The meanline model of the impeller was modeled to match the NASA
CR-134782 [3] impeller. Only slight adjustments were made to the impeller exit to aid the
leading edge modification of the first stage vaned diffuser. The impeller was designed to
Figure 2.5: Impeller h-s Diagram
run at 75000 RPM [3] with an overall total pressure rise of 8.75:1. No inlet swirl was
modeled and the tip inlet Mach number for the impeller was limited to 1.2. The exit
thermodynamic parameters for the impeller were calculated using the Euler
turbo-machinery equation 2.2 by setting the exit air angles [3]. Variable specific heat
calculations were used between the inlet and outlet. Table 2.2 summarizes the design
parameters chosen for the impeller.
∆ho = ∆
−→
U .
−→
Vu (2.2)
The impeller flow dynamics at the exit results in the exit relative flow velocity W3A to slip
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Table 2.2: Impeller Design Parameters
Parameter Value Units
number of blades 19 K
blade backsweep angle 30 deg.
axial velocity climb 0.85 -
total pressure ratio 8.75 -
rotational velocity 75000 RPM
in the direction against the impeller rotation. This can lead to an underestimated work
input to the compressor [8]. To account for this phenomenon, a slip factor was calculated
using the Wiesner correlation as shown in equation 2.3. The Wiesner correlation applies
only if the relation shown in equation 2.4 is valid [2].
σ = 1−
√
cos(β3A)
Z0.7R
(2.3)
r2
r3A
< exp
(
−8.16 cos(β3A)
ZR
)
(2.4)
The whirl slips velocity Wus can be calculated using the slip factor from equation 2.5.
Consequently, the exit whirl velocity is given by equation 2.6, where the Wu3Ai is the ideal
whirl velocity ignoring slip.
Wus = U3A (1− σ) (2.5)
Wu3A = Wu3Ai +Wus (2.6)
The exit absolute whirl velocity Vu3A was calculated using the equation 2.7. With this, the
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complete mixed flow exit velocity triangle can be computed. The velocity triangle for the
impeller exit was computed only at the meanline due to the fact that the shroud, the mean,
and the hub shared a common exit radius. It should be noted that the 1D meanline analysis
does not account for viscous effects due to the hub and shroud walls, which can be
significant considering the small blade span.
Vu3A = Wu3A + U3A (2.7)
The total temperature and static temperature at the exit of the impeller was calculated
using equations 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. The specific heat ratio γ3A was calculated
iteratively using an initial guess value of 1.39 and the variable specific heat model. The
total pressure was calculated directly from the impeller pressure rise design choice and the
static pressure was calculated using isentropic relations. The total-total isentropic
efficiency for the impeller was calculated using equation 2.10
To3A =
ho3A
Cpo3A
(2.8)
T3A = To3A − V
2
3A
2Cp3A
(2.9)
ηTT3A =
(
Π
γ−1
γ
o3A
)
− 1
τo3A − 1
(2.10)
2.2.3 High Pressure Ratio Diffusion System
The diffusion system for the high pressure compression state consists of 6 components;
the vaneless diffuser, the radial vaned S1 diffuser, the 90-degree duct, the axial S2 diffuser,
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the axial S3 diffuser and finally the dump diffuser. This diffuser setup is also called a
tandem cascade setup. The h-s diagram for the diffuser setup is shown in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: High Pressure Ratio Diffusion System h-s Diagram
Vaneless Diffuser (Station 3A-3B)
A short constant height vaneless diffuser was included between the exit of the impeller
and the S1 diffuser to decelerate the highly supersonic flow exiting the impeller to near
sonic speed. It was modeled as adiabatic compression process with no work as illustrated
by the h-s diagram shown in figure 2.7. The vaneless space was designed with the free
vortex equation governing the conservation of mass and angular momentum, as a result,
the flow angle variation in the vaneless space depends primarily on the passage height [2].
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The free vortex equation 2.11 was used to compute the diffuser exit conditions. A 0.99
static-static efficiency was assumed for the passage.
Figure 2.7: Vaneless Space h-s Diagram
rVu = constant (2.11)
S1, S2, S3 Vaned Diffusers (Stations 3B-4, 5-6 and 6-7)
A three stage cascade diffuser was modeled with a 90-degree duct between the cascades
S1 and S2. These cascades were thermodynamically modeled as an adiabatic compression
process with no work addition. The cascades S1 and S2 were primarily used to recover
static pressure while the vane S3 was used primarily to reduce swirl. The flow turning or
reduction of swirl and the pressure recovery was governed by the diffusion factor (DF)
defined by Lieblein et al. [11] (equation 2.12).
DF = 1− V2
V1
+
r1Vu1 − r2Vu2
2σV1r¯
(2.12)
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The diffusion factors for the tandem vanes was selected based on a range of typical
diffusion factors defined by Japikse [2]. Due to the defined diffusion factor limits, at the
exit of the diffuser S1, more than 1/2 of the total pressure was recovered with almost no
reduction in the swirl. In fact, a swirl of almost 1 degree was added to compensate the
drastic increase in the area at the exit of S1 since it was oriented in the radial plane.
Table 2.3: Typical DF Range for Cascade Diffusers [2]
Cascade
Diffusion Factor
Range
Stage 1 0.40 to 0.50
Stage 2 0.45 to 0.55
Stage 3 0.60 to 0.70
The total pressure loss through the cascade was estimated using the empirical value from
Jasen and Moffatt [12] as shown in equation 2.13. The total pressure loss coefficient (K)
was calculated and multiplied by a correction factor c. The correction factor c was
included to match cascade loss data which could be as high as 7 for the first stage and 8
for the second stage [2].
K
c
cosα2
2σ
(
cosα2
cosα1
)2
= 0.003 + 0.02375D − 0.05D2 + 0.125D3 (2.13)
The static-static efficiency through each stage of the cascade was calculated using
equation 2.14 which was derived from the Mollier diagram shown in figure 2.6.
ηss =
pi
γ−1
γ − 1
τ − 1 (2.14)
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90 Degree Duct
A 90-degree radial-axial transition duct was provided to connect S1 to S2. The axial
velocity climb was included at the exit of the duct to prevent any significant pressure
recovery. A 1-degree reduction in swirl was also assumed through the duct as the flow will
tend to straighten itself. Large axial velocity climb was also avoided due reduce wall
frictional effects. The limited increase in axial velocity climb led to a small recovery of
static pressure and reduction of exit absolute flow velocity. The 90-degree duct was
therefore modeled as an adiabatic compression process with no work addition (see figure
2.6).
Dump Diffuser
Figure 2.8: Dump Diffuser h-s Diagram
A dump diffuser was included as part of the high-pressure ratio diffusion system to further
reduce the absolute flow velocity exiting the cascade S3. It was modeled as an adiabatic
compression process with no work addition as shown in figure 2.8. This diffuser was
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included to match the low-speed flow conditions required for downstream components
such as a combustion chamber or a recuperator.
2.3 Geometry Definition
2.3.1 Introduction
The 3D geometry for the compact high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage was
defined in Dassault Systemes CATIA V5. MathWorks MATLAB was used to define 2D
profile sections for the rotor and the diffuser geometries. The meridional flow path and the
blade profiles for the inlet and the impeller were obtained from NASA CR-134782 [3],
slight changes in the exit area of the impeller as defined by the meanline analysis, was
included. The meridional flow path for the diffuser section was obtained directly from the
excel meanline analysis code. The blade profiles for the vaned diffusers S1, S2 and S3
were generated from the NACA 65 vane series using the air angles and meridional chord
defined in the meanline code.
2.3.2 Impeller Geometry
The impeller geometry was generated using the impeller geometric data shown in
Appendix 4.2. The shroud was slightly offset outwards to reflect the area calculated in the
meanline code. The hub and shroud curves were generated using bezier curve definitions
[13]. The points Pi for the bezier curve definition were defined using the 16 axial and
radial points given in the impeller geometric data. Equation 2.15 shows the bezier curve
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equation, where Bi,n is the Bernstein polynomial as shown in equation 2.16.
C(t) =
n∑
i=0
PiBi,n(t) (2.15)
Bi,n(t) =
(
n
i
)
ti(1− t)n−i (2.16)
The bezier curves were defined as a law curve definition in CATIA’s generative shape
design (GSD) workbench. A macro was used in meanline excel to transfer the impeller
geometric data to CATIA’s GSD workbench. Figure 2.9 shows the hub and shroud curves
along with the hub and shroud blade profiles defined in CATIA. To generate the blade
profiles, a center line was defined using the blades θ− β − z definition from the geometric
data. Blade profiles at the hub and shroud were generated by adding thickness definition
to the centerline curve.
Figure 2.9: Basic Impeller Curves
The blade surface geometry was defined by linearly interpolating between the blade
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(a) Impeller Blade Surface (b) 3D Impeller Geometry
Figure 2.10: 3D Impeller Geometry
pressure side and suction side profile curves defined at the hub and the shrouds, as shown
in figure 2.10a. With the pressure and suction side surfaces defined, the blade was
converted to a watertight geometry to create the blade volume. Necessary geometric
transforms were applied in CATIA to fully define the 19 bladed impeller as shown in
figure 2.10b.
2.3.3 Diffuser Geometry
The cascade airfoils for the S1, S2 and S3 airfoils were defined using NACA 65 series
airfoils. The NACA series airfoil section was chosen due to easily available cascade test
data. The NACA 65 series meanline and thickness data can be found in Appendix 4.1.
The upper and lower surface for the airfoils were generated using equation 2.17 and
equation 2.19 [14].
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xu = xc − yt sin
(
dyc
dxc
)
(2.17)
yu = yc + yt cos
(
dyc
dxc
)
(2.18)
xl = xc + yt sin
(
dyc
dxc
)
(2.19)
yl = yc − yt cos
(
dyc
dxc
)
(2.20)
The baseline NACA 65 meanline and thickness distributions were defined for airfoils with
lift coefficient Clo of 1.0 and maximum thickness of 10%. Hence, these equations needed
to be modified to account the desired CLo and thickness distribution T . Equation 2.21 was
used to accomplish this [2]. The parameter c is the actual chord of the blade aligned with
the stagger angle.
x
′
= cxc y
′
c = CLocyc (2.21)
y
′
= cTyt tan
(
dyc
dxc
)′
= CLotan
(
dyc
dxc
)
(2.22)
The basic NACA 65 profile generated also had to be aligned at an optimum angle of attack
or angle of incidence to the flow. Equation 2.23 was used to achieve this transformation
[2]. Table 2.4 shows the values chosen to define the blade profile geometry. The flow
turning angle Θ, the blade inlet angle β1 and the blade solidity σ were obtained from
meanline calculations. The desired lift coefficient values for the vaned sections S1, S2 and
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S3 were obtained using NACA 65 series cascade data [5]. The Clo values were obtained
from the camber selection chart using blade solidity, inlet flow angle, and the desired flow
turning, as shown in figure 2.11. Once the lift coefficient was obtained, the optimum angle
of attack of the blades was obtained from the design angle-of-attack chart [5]. An
estimated value for the thickness parameters for the airfoils was chosen based on the
operating flow regime. A maximum thickness parameter of 0.16 was chosen for the S1
vane, to obtain a very thin airfoil section capable of operating in the supersonic regime.
xu = x
′
u cos(AOA) + y
′
u sin(AOA) (2.23)
xl = x
′
l cos(AOA) + y
′
l sin(AOA) (2.24)
yu = y
′
u cos(AOA)− x
′
u sin(AOA) (2.25)
yl = y
′
l cos(AOA)− x
′
l sin(AOA) (2.26)
All of the above equations were assembled into a MATLAB script to obtain section
airfoils as shown in figure 2.12. A macro was then created to import the section airfoils
into CATIA to generate the full 3D diffuser blades.
Table 2.4: Diffuser Blade Geometric Parameters
Description Symbol S1 S2 S3
flow turning angle Θ 2.31 14.75 37.00
blade inlet angle β1 69.94 71.25 56.50
blade row solidity σ 1.00 1.50 1.50
blade ideal lift coefficient Clo 0.16 0.90 2.30
blade maximum thickness maxThick 0.25 0.60 1.00
design angle of attack α 4.75 13.75 25.30
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 S1 Diffuser 
S2 Diffuser 
S3 Diffuser 
Figure 2.11: Diffuser Profile Lift Coefficient Values [5]
2.3.4 S1 Scallop Geometry
The leading edge scallop profile for the S1 cascade was entirely defined in CATIA due to
the highly complex leading edge shape definition. Three different scalloped geometries
based on scallop ratio, as defined in figure 2.13, were created. The parabolic scalloped
profiles were generated for scallop ratios of 0.15, 0.125 and 0.075. Figure 2.14 shows a
3D scallop of ratio 0.15 defined on S1 diffuser. The scallop leading edge was created by
using 3D lofting methods by defining the original blade profile at the hub and shroud, and
defining the parabolic scallop guide curve at the leading edge.
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(c) S3 Diffuser Profile
Figure 2.12: Diffuser Profiles generated using MATLAB
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Figure 2.13: Scallop Ratio Definition
Figure 2.14: Scallop Defined in CATIA
2.4 CFD Analysis
2.4.1 Introduction
A full 3D CFD analysis was performed on the high-pressure ratio compact centrifugal
compressor stage to evaluate the efficiency improvements of using scalloped leading edge
ridges. The following steps were followed sequentially to obtain the CFD results,
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• 3D Structured Hexahedral Mesh Generation
• Solution Setup Using ANSYS Preprocessor
• Solution Generation using CFX Solver
• Solution Post Processing
In the following sections, each of the above mentioned steps will be discussed in more
details.
2.4.2 Mesh Generation
The mesh generation for the complete compact centrifugal compressor was divided into
four domains; the inlet and the impeller domain, the S1 diffuser domain, the S2 diffuser
domain and the S3 diffuser domain. The S1 diffuser domain also included the 90-degree
transition duct to axial and, the dump diffuser was included in the S3 diffuser domain. All
the domains were meshed using a structured mesh consisting of hexahedral elements. A
structured mesh offers several advantages over an unstructured mesh. Unstructured
meshes require fewer elements, and are better suited for complicated geometries, but
require higher CPU time for the same number of nodes. A structured mesh offers a very
high-resolution mesh that is well suited to flows that exhibit strong directional gradients.
The elements in a structured mesh are also very well aligned to the flow, which can offer
better convergence and more accuracy compared to an unstructured mesh. The ability of
structured meshes to define normals at boundaries allows turbulence models provide to
better results [15]. Due to these reasons, a structured mesh was chosen for the CFD
analysis.
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Albeit their superior performance, structured meshes are very difficult to generate and
require a lot of time investment. Therefore, manual and automated meshing techniques
were initially considered. Several software packages including ICEM CFD, Pointwise and
TurboGrid were evaluated for structured mesh generation. ICEM CFD and Pointwise are
manual meshing softwares that were quickly disregarded due to a large number of
components that were needed to be meshed. TurboGrid offered the benefit of creating
automated, high-quality turbo-machinery suited structured meshes quickly. Its mesh
generation suited the design iteration type analysis that was being performed for this work.
The structured mesh for each of the domains was created individually using TurboGrid.
To create a mesh in TurboGrid, a geometry needs to defined. Geometry is imported into
TurboGrid by means of 3D curves that define the hub-shroud and the blade. These curves
were generated in CATIA using the blade intersection with constant span surface. An
example of the profile curve generation for the impeller is shown in figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Blade Profile Curve Generation
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The blade, hub and shroud curves generated in CATIA were used to create the hub.curve,
shroud.curve, and the profile.curve required for TurboGrid. The blade geometry was
recreated in TurboGrid and a mesh topology based on Automatic Topology and Meshing
(ATM) optimization was defined as shown in figure 2.16 for the impeller. Once the
topology was created, the automated turbo-meshing routing was used to create the
structured mesh for the various compressor components.
(a) TurboGrid Geometry (b) TurboGrid ATM Topology
Figure 2.16: TurboGrid Geometry Definition
Impeller and Inlet Mesh
Table 2.5 shows the mesh statistics for the impeller mesh with a global mesh size factor of
1.5 and a y+ of 5. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show the impeller mesh generated using
TurboGrid. Bad elements (or Bad %) in the following tables are characterized as the
percentage of mesh elements exceeding mesh limits. The mesh limits include Maximum
Face Angle greater than 165 degrees, Minimum Face Angle less than 15 degrees,
Connectivity Number exceeding 12, Element Volume Ratio exceeding 2, Minimum
Volume less than 0 (m3) and Edge Length Ratio greater than 100.
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Table 2.5: Impeller Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 463080 -
Total Elements 429606 -
Minimum Face Angle 10.6024 0.0015
Maximum Face Angle 168.9030 0.0015
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 34.7765 2.1590
Minimum Volume 9.2509E-16 0.0000
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 555.5970 0.9188
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
(a) Impeller 3D Mesh Front View (b) Impeller Leading Edge Mesh
Figure 2.17: Impeller Mesh
S1 Diffuser Mesh
Four meshes were created to represent the baseline, scallop 0.15, scallop 0.125 and
scallop 0.075 configurations. Tables 2.6 - 2.9 show the mesh statistics for the global size
factor of 1.5. Figures 2.19 and 2.20 show the mesh generated for the S1 diffuser with a
scallop ratio of 0.15.
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(a) Impeller LE Tip Clearance Mesh (b) Impeller TE Mesh
Figure 2.18: Impeller Mesh
(a) Scallop 0.15 Inlet/Outlet/Periodic (b) Scallop 0.15 Mesh 3D View
Figure 2.19: Scallop 0.15 Mesh
S2 Diffuser Mesh
Figure 2.21 shows the 3D mesh generated for the S2 diffuser using TurboGrid. Table 2.10
shows the mesh statistics for the result mesh.
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(a) Scallop 0.150 LE Tip Clearance Mesh (b) Scallop 0.150 LE Mesh
Figure 2.20: Scallop 0.15 Mesh
Table 2.6: S1 Baseline Diffuser Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 319464 -
Total Elements 300564 -
Minimum Face Angle 0.0442 0.0011
Maximum Face Angle 170.9070 0.1453
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 106.1080 1.4527
Minimum Volume 5.6579E-17 0.0000
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 360.9490 0.0285
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
Table 2.7: S1 Scallop 0.15 Diffuser Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 464056 -
Total Elements 439190 -
Minimum Face Angle 0.0560 0.0982
Maximum Face Angle 173.9560 0.0990
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 373.6490 1.0695
Minimum Volume 2.1413E-18 0.0000E+00
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 558.9020 0.7687
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
S3 Diffuser Mesh
Figure 2.22 shows the 3D mesh generated for the S3 diffuser using TurboGrid. Table 2.11
shows the mesh statistics for the mesh.
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Table 2.8: S1 Scallop 0.125 Diffuser Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 459362
Total Elements 411565
Minimum Face Angle 0.0223 0.0673
Maximum Face Angle 172.7590 0.0675
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 28.7025 1.6059
Minimum Volume 1.55E-16 0.0000
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 396.6730 0.2592
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
Table 2.9: S1 Scallop 0.075 Diffuser Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 400932
Total Elements 379596
Minimum Face Angle 0.2121 0.0757
Maximum Face Angle 171.7400 0.0763
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 853.931 1.378
Minimum Volume 3.74E-18 0.0000
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 353.2120 0.0748
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
Table 2.10: S2 Diffuser Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 442890 -
Total Elements 419950 -
Minimum Face Angle 0.2131 0.0021
Maximum Face Angle 170.9410 0.0205
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 952.0340 1.3746
Minimum Volume 4.5720E-18 0.0000
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 560.4010 0.1290
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
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Figure 2.21: S2 Diffuser Mesh
Figure 2.22: S3 Diffuser Mesh
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Table 2.11: S3 Diffuser Mesh Statistics
Parameter Value % Bad
Total Nodes 324938 -
Total Elements 305481 -
Minimum Face Angle 52.5509 0.0000
Maximum Face Angle 117.6990 0.0000
Maximum Element Volume Ratio 3.5740 2.7567
Minimum Volume 7.9809E-17 0.0000
Maximum Edge Length Ratio 478.8680 0.6247
Maximum Connectivity Number 10.0000 0.0000
2.4.3 CFD Solver Setup
Solver Options
CFX numerically solves the transport equations defined by the Navier-Stokes equations to
obtain a solution to a configuration. The Navier-Stokes equations for continuity and
momentum are shown in equations 2.27 and 2.28 respectively [16].
The continuity Equation
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρU) = 0 (2.27)
The Momentum Equation
∂(ρU)
∂t
+∇ · (ρU
⊗
U) = −∇ p+∇ · τ + SM (2.28)
where the stress tensor, τ , is related to the strain rate by
τ = µ
(
∇U + (∇U)T − 2
3
δ∇ · U
)
(2.29)
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A steady-state analysis was conducted with the total energy heat transfer model. The fluid
through the high-pressure centrifugal compressor stage was modeled as an ideal gas and
the reference pressure for the fluid was set to a standard atmospheric pressure of 101,325
Pa. The industry standard k − ω (k-omega) turbulence model was used with the automatic
wall treatment. The solver was set to run with high-resolution advection scheme and
high-resolution turbulence numerics. A fixed physical time step was chosen for the solver
iteration as defined in equation 2.30 [17]. ω is the angular velocity of the impeller. To
reduce the computational resources required to obtain a solution, the overall model was
reduced to single blade components. Periodic boundaries were defined to represent the
complete circumferential stage. Figure 2.23 shows an example of the full high-pressure
ratio centrifugal stage setup for a solver run.
∆t =
0.1
ω
where, ω = 7853.98 rad/s (2.30)
Turbulence Model
The CFD results obtained from the standard k − , k − ω and the SST k − ω turbulence
models in ANSYS CFX are highly dependent on the fine near wall mesh, often requiring
y+ < 2 . The y+ < 2 requirement is still necessary with standard and scalable wall
functions available in CFX. For the compressor CFD analysis, the y+ for the mesh was
limited to 5 due to the mesh generation limitations of the scalloped profiles. Further, the
y+ varied between 50 and 5 for the mesh dependency study. To isolate the CFD results
from the y+ variation, the Wilcox k − ω turbulence model with automatic near-wall
treatment was used. It allows for a consistent y+ insensitive mesh refinement from a
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coarse to a fine grid. The automatic wall treatment achieves this by exploiting the known
analytical expression for ω in the viscous sublayer. This formulation blends the wall value
for ω between the logarithmic and the near wall formulation [17].
In the automatic near-wall treatment, the flux for the k-equation is artificially kept zero
and the flux in the momentum equation (2.28) is computed from the velocity profile as
shown in equation 2.31 [17].
FU = −ρuτu? (2.31)
with:
u? =
4
√√√√(√µ
ρ
|∆U
∆y
|
)4
+
√
a1k (2.32)
uτ =
4
√
(uvisτ )
4 +
(
ulogτ
)4
(2.33)
where,
uvisτ =
√
µ
ρ
|∆U
∆y
| (2.34)
and
ulogτ =
U
1/κ log(u+ + C)
(2.35)
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The ω equation is formulated as shown below,
ωω = ωs
√
1 +
(
ωl
ωs
)2
(2.36)
where the ω for the logarithmic and the near wall layers are defined as shown below,
ωl =
1
a1κν
u?
2
y+
and ωs =
6ν
β(∆y)2
(2.37)
with ∆y defined as the distance between the first and the second mesh point from the wall.
Boundary and Interface Definition
The compressor stage for the CFD analysis was divided into five component; the inlet
called INLET, the impeller called R1, the first stage scalloped/baseline diffuser called S1,
the second stage diffuser S2 and finally the third stage vaned and dump diffuser named S3.
Table 2.12 shows the boundary and interfaces used for the compressor stage CFD case.
The boundary is subdivided into three classes; the inlet boundary, INLET-INLET where,
the inlet flow conditions are defined, the outlet boundary S3 OUTLET where the outlet
flow conditions are defined and, the wall boundaries defining the component physical
geometry. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions used for the CFD runs will be
discussed in subsequent sections. The wall boundaries listed in table 2.12 were modeled
as a smooth wall with no-slip wall mass and momentum option and adiabatic heat transfer.
The impeller wall frame type was defined as ’Rotating’ whereas all the other component
frame type was modeled as stationery. The stage components were interfaced with the
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interfaces named in table 2.12. The general grid interface (GGI) was used as the
component-to-component interface. GGI permits the connections between non-matching
node location, element type, surface extent, surface shape and even non-matching of the
flow physics across the connections [17]. The multiple frames of reference (MFR) type
interface were used to define an interface between the impeller component R1, inlet
INLET, and diffuser S1. The MFR interface is based on the GGI. The Frozen Rotor and
the Stage type mixing models were used on the interface.
Table 2.12: CFD Case Boundary and Interface Definition
Inlet
Boundary
Outlet
Boundary
Wall
Boundaries
Component
to Component
Interface
Periodic
Boundaries
INLET-INLET S3 OUTLET INLET HUB R1 to INLET
INLET to
INLET Periodic 1
INLET SHROUD S1 to R1 R1 to R1 Periodic 1
R1 BLADE S2 to S1 S1 to S1 Periodic 1
R1 HUB S3 to S2 S2 to S2 Periodic 1
R1 SHROUD S3 to S3 Periodic 1
S1 BLADE
S1 HUB
S1 SHROUD
S2 BLADE
S2 HUB
S2 SHROUD
S3 HUB
S3 BLADE
S3 SHROUD
Solver Control
The very high operating pressure ratio of the centrifugal stage resulted in solver instability,
as a result, the final CFD solution was obtained by splitting the complete solver run into
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two steps. In the first step, a crude solution was obtained with a coarse mesh by setting the
solver to run for 250 iterations with, the component domain interface set to frozen rotor
and the boundary condition set to mass flow inlet and p-static outlet. In the second run, the
final solution was obtained with a fine mesh by setting the component domain interface to
stage and updating the boundary condition to a p-total inlet and a p-static outlet. The
boundary condition for the compressor stage was obtained from the meanline analysis
results. Mass flow monitors were set as an additional criteria for convergence besides
observing the residuals. The solution was considered converged if the mass flow of all the
components stabilized to an equilibrium point, which is the device design mass flow rate.
More on solver control will be discussed in the CFD results section.
Figure 2.23: CFD Case Setup
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Chapter 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Introduction
The section contains the compiled results obtained from the meanline analysis and CFD
analysis of the high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage. The original NASA 8:1
pressure ratio centrifugal compressor [3] was redesigned using meanline methods to
include a very compact tandem vaned diffuser. The redesigned meridional path was
plotted and the performance characteristics of the vaned diffuser were obtained. The
baseline tandem vaned diffuser was modified to include three scalloped profiles with
scallop ratios of 0.15, 0.125 and 0.075. Full 3D Navier-Stokes CFD analysis was
performed using ANSYS CFX on the baseline configuration and the scalloped profiles. A
mesh dependency study was conducted and the required adequate mesh size was
determined to eliminate mesh dependency in the results. The increase in total-total
efficiency of the high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage due to scalloped leading
edge was plotted. Flow visualizations and data plots were also generated from the CFD
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results to explain the increase in total-total efficiency due to the scalloped leading edge.
3.2 Meanline Analysis Results
The complete meridional flow path for the stage components R1, S1, S2, S3 and the dump
diffuser were obtained from the meanline analysis as shown in figure 3.1. The meridional
flow path was obtained using the annulus area and the meridional chord of the stage
components. The hub and shroud profile for impeller R1 was defined using the bezier
curve definition as explained earlier in the section 2.3.2. The complete stage pressure,
Figure 3.1: Component Locations
temperature, and density variations are presented in figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. Table 3.1 and
table 3.2 highlight the design choices made for impeller and tandem vaned diffuser
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cascades. The velocity diagrams for the impeller and the tandem cascades are shown in
figure 3.5 and figure 3.6 respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Meanline Stage Pressure Variation
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Figure 3.3: Meanline Stage Temperature Variation
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Figure 3.4: Meanline Stage Density Variation
Table 3.1: Impeller Design Choice [3]
Parameter Value Units
Inducer inlet absolute Mach 0.597 -
RPM 75000 RPM
Inducer Tip Speed 1.203 -
backsweep angle 30 deg
meridional climb velocity 0.86 -
Mass Flow Rate 0.907 kg/s
Table 3.2: Diffuser Design Choices
Component NOB Cm (mm) σ DF
Meri. Vel.
Climb
∆α (deg.)
Vane Loss
Coeff. (K)
Vaneless Space - 5.00 - - 0.870 -1.063 -
S1 28 20.00 1.00 0.359 0.705 2.577 0.2390
90deg Duct - 9.50 - - 1.025 -1.000 -
S2 45 22.50 1.50 0.534 1.050 -14.750 0.1887
S3 45 22.50 1.50 0.595 1.050 -37.000 0.0281
Dump Diffuser - 54.51 - - 0.193 - -
The overall static-static efficiency ηss of the cascade diffuser vane was calculated to be
79.99%. The overall total-total ηTT efficiency of centrifugal compressor stage was 83.43%
with the impeller total-total efficiency being 91.60%.
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Figure 3.5: Impeller Velocity Triangles (m/s)
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Figure 3.6: Diffuser Velocity Triangles (m/s)
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3.3 Mesh Dependency Study Results
A basic grid dependency study was conducted on the baseline high-pressure ratio
centrifugal compressor to quantify and eliminate the uncertainties in the CFD solution due
to grid sizing. The grids generated in TurboGrid are sized on a global size factor (GSF)
which distributes a constant node density across compressor components such as the
impeller and the diffuser. An initial GSF value of 1 was set arbitrarily which, resulted in
an overall mesh size of 994477 nodes. The mesh density was further increased by
arbitrarily setting GSF to values of 1.5 and 1.75 which, resulted in an overall mesh size of
1550372 nodes and 2262972 nodes respectively. The y+ value for GSF = 1 was set to 50
and was set to 5 for GSF = 1.5, 1.75. For GSF = 1, the y+ plus value was limited to 50 due
negative volume issues and poor mesh characteristics at the scalloped leading edge. The
compressor stage total-total isentropic efficiency was plotted against GSF to determine the
appropriate mesh size required for the CFD analysis. [18].
Figure 3.7: Device Total-Total Efficiency vs. GSF
The efficiency plot flatlined at 73.164% as seen in figure 3.7. The net change in total-total
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Table 3.3: Mesh Computational Resources
GSF Nodes Elements
CPU
Cores
CPU Time
(hours)
1.0 994477 927715 3 6.1
1.5 1550372 1455601 3 8.5
1.75 2262972 2145845 3 12.8
efficiency between GSF of 1.5 and 1.75 was 0.011%, as a result, considering the
computational resources as shown in table 3.3 and type of analysis being done, GSF of 1.5
was chosen to be the appropriate mesh size for further CFD analysis. The processor used
was a quad core Intel Xeon CPU (ES-1607) with 3.00 Ghz clock speed and 8.00 gigabytes
(GB) of memory. The plots below show the convergence of mass flow and residuals for
the values of GSF evaluated.
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Figure 3.8: Mass Flow Convergence for GSF = 1.0
Figure 3.9: Mass Flow Convergence for GSF = 1.5
Figure 3.10: Mass Flow Convergence for GSF = 1.75
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Figure 3.11: Residuals for GSF = 1.0
Figure 3.12: Residuals for GSF = 1.5
Figure 3.13: Residuals for GSF = 1.75
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3.4 CFD Analysis Results
In this section, the results obtained from running CFD test cases for the baseline
configuration, scallop ratio 0.15, scallop ratio 0.125 and scallop ratio 0.075 will be
presented. The goal of running the CFD test case was to investigate the effect of the
scalloped leading edge on the performance of a compact vaned diffuser for a high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressor and to determine the delta increase in stage total-total
efficiency due to these modifications. The CFD analysis was performed in ANSYS CFX
using a global mesh density of GSF = 1.5 and a y+ of 5. The impeller rpm was set to a
constant 75000 and the stage was set for an inlet total pressure and a static pressure outlet
boundary conditions. The discussion will be primarily focused on the S1 diffuser since it
is the leading cause of losses in high-pressure ratio stages. Various contour maps and
streamlines analyzing flow properties such as static entropy, velocity, and pressure, will be
used to determine the cause of improved diffuser performance due to scalloped leading
edge ridges [1].
3.4.1 CFD Solution Convergence Results
The final CFD solutions for the test cases were obtained by first obtaining a crude
intermediate solution. The intermediate solution was first obtained by running a mass flow
inlet and a static pressure outlet boundary condition on a mesh density of GSF = 1. This
setup was run for about 250 accumulated timesteps until system behavior was observed to
be stable. The mesh density was then refined to GSF = 1.5, y+ = 5 and the boundary
conditions were changed to a p-total inlet and a p-static outlet. This setup was run until
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the mass flow curves stabilized, to obtain the final result. It was found that without
obtaining an intermediate solution, the CFX solver would blow up after a few time steps.
Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the mass flow and residuals for the scallop ratio 0.150 case.
The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number for all the CFD runs are shown in table 3.4.
Table 3.4: CFL number for the CFD runs
Case
CFL
number
Baseline 12.90
Scallop 0.150 16.72
Scallop 0.125 14.79
Scallop 0.075 14.82
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Figure 3.14: Mass Flow Convergence
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Figure 3.15: Residual Convergence
3.4.2 Total-Total Device Isentropic Efficiency
The total-total efficiency of the high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor was computed
using the mass flow average of the isentropic compression variable ’icompeff’ in the CFX
solution at the diffuser exit. The total-total device efficiency was calculated for the
baseline configuration and all of the scallop ratios and plotted as shown in figure 3.16.
Table 3.5 shows the delta improvement in total-total device isentropic efficiency over the
baseline vaned tandem diffuser. The total-static isentropic efficiency of the scallop
configuration was compared with the baseline configuration and also available test data
for the NASA 8:1 compressor [19]. The average mass flow rate obtained from the various
CFD configurations was 0.8835kg/s or 97.41% design flow. The calculated CFD percent
design flow was used to obtain the experimental total-static efficiency for the NASA 8:1
using the test performance map data.
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Baseline Scallop 0.75 Scallop 1.25 Scallop 1.5
efficiency % 71.164 74.960 75.586 75.609
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Figure 3.16: Stage Total-Total Efficiencies vs Scallop Ratios
Table 3.5: Efficiency Improvement over Baseline
Scallop Ratio
Efficiency Improvement
Over Baseline (%)
0.075 3.796
0.125 4.422
0.15 4.445
3.4.3 CFD Flow Analysis of the Scalloped Ridge
In this section, extensive use of CFD flow visualization will be used for the CFD results
obtained from the baseline configuration and scallop ratio 0.15, to investigate the effect of
the scalloped leading edge ridge on stage performance. S1 diffuser will be the primary
component to be investigated. An effort was made to clearly show the flow characteristics
observed due to the supersonic inlet Mach number at the leading edge of S1 as observed
by Kenny [1].
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Table 3.6: Total-Static Isentropic Efficiency
Compressor ηTS(%)
Original NASA 8:1 [19] 72.00
Baseline 70.81
Scallop 0.075 74.97
Scallop 0.125 75.12
Scallop 0.150 75.24
S1 Constant Span Velocity Contours
Figures 3.17 - 3.21 show the constant span Mach contours from 0.125 - 0.85 span. In the
baseline configuration, a detached shock is formed at the leading edge of the S1 blade.
The formation of this detached shock could be explained due to the blunt leading. The
flow very quickly re-accelerates to supersonic speeds on the suction surface of the blade
and is terminated with a normal shock within the blade passage. Close to the hub, the
normal shock within the blade passage also causes the boundary layer to abruptly separate
within the blade passage. A much better behaved supersonic flow is observed in the
scalloped version of the S1 vane. Looking at the Mach contours of the Scalloped 0.150, it
is observed that a normal shock is formed ahead of the apex of the scallop. The normal
shock is also aligned close to the geometric throat of the scalloped vane passage. Similar
flow observations due to the scalloped leading ridge were made by Boeing/AVLABS 10:1
centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser and the UACL 10:1 centrifugal compressor with
piped diffuser.
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(a) Baseline Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Mach Contour
Figure 3.17: Mach number contours at 12.5% span.
(a) Baseline Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Mach Contour
Figure 3.18: Mach number contours at 25.0% span.
(a) Baseline Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Mach Contour
Figure 3.19: Mach number contours at 50% span.
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(a) Baseline Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Mach Contour
Figure 3.20: Mach number contours at 75% span.
(a) Baseline Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Mach Contour
Figure 3.21: Mach number contours at 85% span.
S1 Constant Span Entropy Contours
Figures 3.22 - 3.25 show the constant span static entropy contours for 0.125, 0.250, 0.500,
and 0.850 span. The static entropy rise due to the shock systems in both the baseline and
the scalloped diffuser is minimal due to the fact that compression through shock systems
are generally very efficient. Hence, the majority of the static entropy rise and the resulting
total pressure loss in both diffusers are due to boundary layer separation. The effect of the
normal shock on the flow separation and the consequential sudden static entropy rise is
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evident within the blade passage of the baseline S1 diffuser. This large boundary layer
separation on the pressure side of baseline S1 results in a higher static entropy rise
compared to the scalloped diffuser. The static entropy rise in both diffusers is also higher
at spans closer to the hub.
(a) Baseline Entropy Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Entropy Contour
Figure 3.22: Static Entropy contours at 12.5% span.
(a) Baseline Entropy Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Entropy Contour
Figure 3.23: Static Entropy contours at 25.0% span.
S1 3D Streamlines Comparision
The 3D plots of 50 velocity streamlines have been plotted for the baseline diffuser and the
scallop 0.15 diffuser in figures 3.26 and 3.27. An area of flow separation aft of the passage
shock is clearly visible in the baseline S1 diffuser. The separation bubble in the passage
reduces the amount of diffusion in the baseline S1 diffuser, compared to the scallop which
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(a) Baseline Entropy Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Entropy Contour
Figure 3.24: Static Entropy contours at 75.0% span.
(a) Baseline Entropy Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Entropy Contour
Figure 3.25: Static Entropy contours at 85.0% span.
displays a more consistent and a higher degree of diffusion. The higher degree of
diffusion is observed in the scallop 0.15 diffuser due to the normal shock being placed
ahead of the scallop apex, this results in the flow to transition to subsonic speeds before it
encounters any camber.
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Figure 3.26: Baseline S1 Streamlines
Figure 3.27: Scallop 0.15 S1 Streamlines
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Overall Stage Constant Span Mach Contour
Figures 3.28-3.30 show the full stage Mach contours at 10% span, 50% span and 90%
span. The scalloped ridge causes the impeller’s aerodynamic throat to move downstream
from that of the baseline configuration. This effect if more visible in figures 3.29 and 3.30.
The movement of the throat downstream and the strong geometric curvature of the
impeller results in the flow within the passage to re-accelerate to Mach exceeding 1.5.
This flow phenomenon within the passage results in significant total pressure loss.
(a) Baseline Full Stage Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Full Stage Mach Contour
Figure 3.28: Full Stage Mach Contour at 10% Span
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(a) Baseline Full Stage Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Full Stage Mach Contour
Figure 3.29: Full Stage Mach Contour at 50% Span
(a) Baseline Full Stage Mach Contour (b) Scallop 0.15 Full Stage Mach Contour
Figure 3.30: Full Stage Mach Contour at 90% Span
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3.4.4 Stage Characteristics
In this section, the effects of various scallop ratios on other stage elements will be
analyzed. Plots of static/total pressures, static/total temperature, density, meridional
velocity and Mach numbers will be used to show the scallop influence over the
compression system. Table 3.7 provides the stage component locations with respect to
streamline. The dump diffuser is included in the S3 vaned diffuser component.
Table 3.7: Stage Component Streamwise Location
Component
Streamwise
Location
Inlet 0-1
Impeller 1-2
S1 Vaned Diffuser 2-3
S2 Vaned Diffuser 3-4
S3 Vaned Diffuser 4-5
S1 Leading Edge Mach Variation
Figure 3.31 shows the variation of the passage mixed-out flow Mach number vs. various
scallop ratios. Including a scallop ridge on the leading edge of the S1 diffuser has the
property of reducing flow re-acceleration through the diffuser passage. In figure 3.31, a
streamwise location from 2.00 until approximately 2.075 represents part of the vaneless
space between the impeller and the S1 vanes. With the increase in scallop ratio from 0.075
to 0.150, it can be seen that the tendency for the flow to re-accelerate has been
significantly reduced. Figure 3.32 shows the overall Mach variation of the S1 diffuser.
One may also notice the smooth Mach number variation due to the scallop, across the
diffuser streamline.
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Figure 3.31: S1 Leading Edge Mach Variation vs. Scallop
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Figure 3.32: S1 Overall Mach Variation vs. Scallop
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Overall Stage Thermodynamic Variations
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Figure 3.33: S1 Overall Static Pressure Variations vs. Scallop
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Figure 3.34: S1 Overall Total Pressure Variations vs. Scallop
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Figures 3.33 and 3.34 are the static and total pressure ratio variations respectively of the
complete centrifugal compressor stage. Notice the reduction in total pressure rise across
the streamline locations 1-2, which represents the impeller, due to scallop. The reduction
in total pressure across the impeller can be attributed the fact that the scallop causes the
impeller throat to be placed significantly downstream from the baseline configuration.
This causes the flow within the impeller passage to reach supersonic and terminate with a
strong normal shock, this can be seen from the meridional velocity plot of the overall
stage(figure 3.35). The strong normal shock within the blade causes an increased entropy
rise within the impeller passage as shown in figure 3.36. This increased entropy
consequently give rise to efficiency losses in the impeller which results in a total pressure
loss. Figure 3.37 shows the stage overall density variation.
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Figure 3.35: S1 Overall Meridional Velocity Variation vs. Scallop
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Figure 3.36: S1 Overall Entropy Variation vs. Scallop
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Figure 3.37: S1 Overall Density Variation vs. Scallop
The overall stage static temperature and total temperature variations are shown in figure
3.38 and figure 3.39.
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Figure 3.38: S1 Overall Density Variation vs. Scallop
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Figure 3.39: S1 Overall Density Variation vs. Scallop
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Chapter 4
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A compact 8:1 high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor stage was designed from the
baseline NASA 8:1 centrifugal stage [3]. The stage was initially designed in excel using
meanline methods and custom gas dynamics and turbo libraries. The meanline design was
directly converted to 3D geometry using CATIA. A scalloped leading edge ridge of
scallop ratios 0.075, 0.125, and 0.150 was defined on the S1 diffuser of the baseline
compressor configuration to investigate efficiency improvement. The fully structured
hexahedral mesh was created using TurboGrid from the CATIA geometry. A full 3D CFD
analysis using the k − ω turbulence model was performed on all centrifugal compressor
configurations in CFX. The CFD analysis results were post-processed and the following
conclusions were derived.
It can be concluded that a compact high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressor can be
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designed to achieve reasonably device total-total and total-static efficiencies, by including
a simple scalloped leading edge ridge on the first stage tandem vaned diffuser. The
scalloped leading edge provides a simple, effective and an economical method to design
high-efficiency pressure recovery systems for supersonic high-pressure ratio centrifugal
compressors. The flow characteristic obtained from the CFD results of the scalloped ridge
were inline with observations made by UACL, Boeing/AVLABS and Kenny [1] in their
high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors research. This high-pressure ratio centrifugal
compressor can be built with current fabricating techniques to be used for microturbine
and hybrid turbo applications. The higher pressure ratio obtained by such a centrifugal
compressor would certainly improve the cycle efficiency of current microturbine systems,
paving the way for microturbine applications in hybrid-electric propulsion applications.
The scalloped leading edge achieved higher stage total-total efficiency by managing the
supersonic flow exiting the impeller. It caused a normal shock to be placed at the apex of
the parabolic ridge. The flow separation within S1 diffuser was reduced due to the
elimination of flow re-acceleration within the blade passage. The placement of the normal
shock ahead of the diffuser passage can be attributed to the pseudo vaneless space which
approximately matched the velocity profile exiting the impeller profile. Although the
scalloped profile of 0.15 achieved the highest stage efficiency, it was only marginally
better than the 0.125 and the 0.075 scalloped profiles. Hence, small leading edge
modifications can significantly improve the stage performance.
The purpose of this thesis was to create a foundation for research into advanced high
efficiency, high-pressure ratio centrifugal compressors dedicated to small gas turbines and
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microturbine applications. The following are recommendations for further research in this
domain.
• Mesh generation for the scalloped leading edge profile was one of the most
challenging aspects of this thesis, as such only a few designs could be tested.
Creating a tool to automate mesh generation of advanced low aspect ratio leading
edge profiles would substantially reduce the time required to obtain results.
• The CFD analysis for the compressor in this thesis was done at design point.
Conducting off design performance analysis would yield more conclusive results.
Analysis could also be performed using other turbulence models to improve the
accuracy of the CFD results.
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5.1 Impeller Constant Streamwise Velocity Contour
Constant streamwise velocity contours of the impeller running in the baseline
configuration is presented in this section.
(a) Impeller Velocity Contour at Inlet (b) Impeller Velocity Contour at 10% Meridional
Figure 5.1: Impeller Streamwise Velocity Contours
(a) Impeller Velocity Contour at 20% Merid-
ional
(b) Impeller Velocity Contour at 30% Meridional
Figure 5.2: Impeller Streamwise Velocity Contours
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Figure 5.3: Impeller Velocity Contour at 40% Meridional
Figure 5.4: Impeller Velocity Contour at 50% Meridional
Figure 5.5: Impeller Velocity Contour at 60% Meridional
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Figure 5.6: Impeller Velocity Contour at 85% Meridional
Figure 5.7: Impeller Velocity Contour at 90% Meridional
Figure 5.8: Impeller Velocity Contour at 95% Meridional
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5.2 NACA 65 Series Airfoil Data
90
5.3 Impeller Geometric Data
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5.4 MATLAB Code to Generate NACA 65 Profile Curves
close all;
clc;
% ALL UNITS IN MM.
STEP 3: Read thickness distributions from spreadsheet
filename = ’COMPRESSOR_MEANLINE_FINAL_2.xlsm’;
sheet = ’CASCADE_GEOMETRY’;
if(˜exist(’profileData’)) %#ok<EXIST>
profileData = xlsread(filename,sheet); % NACA 65-010 profile data from
end
% NACA-TR-1368, Herrig et. al
NACA65010 = struct(’station’,profileData(:,1), ... % profile station id in percent chord
’thickness’,profileData(:,3), ... % profile basic thickness form
’meanline’,profileData(:,6), ... % profile meanline y ordinate
’slope’,profileData(:,7)); % profile meanline slope
blade = struct(’chord’,10, ... % calculated automatically, do not change.
’alignment’,0, ... % 1 for vertical and 0 for horizontal(AXIAL).
’axialChord’,22.5, ... % axial chord as seen from meridional plane
’Clo’,0.9, ... % blade ideal lift coefficient, choose from cascade data
’AOA’,13.75, ... % select blade angle of attack
’bladeLERadius’,84.80, ... % select blade leading edge radius in mm
’midradius’,110.417, ... % mid radius location in axially aligned blades in mm.
’axialLocation’,41, ... % LE axial location of axially aligned blades in mm.
’maxThick’,0.6, ... % select maximum thickness factor (0 - 1)
’exitFlowAngle’,56.5, ... % select blade exit flow angle
’inletFlowAngle’,71.250, ... % select blade inlet flow angle
’flowTurningAngle’,0, ... % calculate automatically, do not change
’impellerRotation’,1, ... % +1 clockwise, -1 counterclockwise
’staggerAngle’,0); % calculated automatically, do not change
blade.AOA = blade.impellerRotation*blade.AOA;
blade.staggerAngle = (blade.inletFlowAngle+blade.exitFlowAngle)/2;
blade.staggerAngle = blade.impellerRotation*blade.staggerAngle;
blade.flowTurningAngle = blade.inletFlowAngle - blade.exitFlowAngle;
rotationAngle = blade.staggerAngle - blade.AOA;
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if(blade.alignment == 1)
syms l;
r3 = blade.bladeLERadius;
r4 = blade.axialChord+blade.bladeLERadius;
stag = rotationAngle;
a = 1;
b = -2*r3*cosd(180-stag);
c = r3ˆ2 - r4ˆ2;
equn = a*lˆ2 + b*l + c == 0;
K = eval(vpa(solve(equn,l)));
blade.chord = max(K);
elseif(blade.alignment == 0)
blade.chord = blade.axialChord/cosd(rotationAngle);
end
% modify blade coordinates:
%xc = 0:0.01:100;
xc = [0:0.01:2 3:1:100];
def_x = NACA65010.station;
NACA65010.station = xc;
NACA65010.thickness = interp1(def_x,NACA65010.thickness,NACA65010.station,’spline’);
NACA65010.meanline = interp1(def_x,NACA65010.meanline,NACA65010.station,’spline’);
NACA65010.slope = interp1(def_x,NACA65010.slope,NACA65010.station,’spline’);
% Refer to Equation 3.17 in Japikse
x_prime = blade.chord*NACA65010.station/100;
y_prime = blade.Clo*blade.chord*(NACA65010.meanline/100);
yt_prime= blade.chord*blade.maxThick*(NACA65010.thickness/100);
sl_prime= blade.Clo*NACA65010.slope;
slope_angle_prime = atan(sl_prime);
% Refer to Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.14 in Japikse
xu = 1*(x_prime - yt_prime.*sin(slope_angle_prime));
yu = -1*blade.impellerRotation*(y_prime + yt_prime.*cos(slope_angle_prime));
xl = 1*(x_prime + yt_prime.*sin(slope_angle_prime));
yl = -1*blade.impellerRotation*(y_prime - yt_prime.*cos(slope_angle_prime));
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%Transform ordinate to specified Angle of Attack using equation 3.18 in
%Japikse.
xu_aoa = xu.*cosd(rotationAngle) + yu.*sind(rotationAngle);
xl_aoa = xl.*cosd(rotationAngle) + yl.*sind(rotationAngle);
yu_aoa = yu.*cosd(rotationAngle) - xu.*sind(rotationAngle);
yl_aoa = yl.*cosd(rotationAngle) - xl.*sind(rotationAngle);
[˜,size_xu] = size(xu_aoa);
%move coordinates to center of x-axis
delta_y = max(yu_aoa)/2;
%yu_aoa = yu_aoa-delta_y;
%yl_aoa = yl_aoa-delta_y;
if(blade.alignment == 1)
data_u = [(xu_aoa+blade.bladeLERadius)’ yu_aoa’ zeros([size_xu,1])];
data_l = [(xl_aoa+blade.bladeLERadius)’ yl_aoa’ zeros([size_xu,1])];
elseif(blade.alignment == 0)
data_u = [zeros([size_xu,1])+blade.midradius yu_aoa’ blade.axialLocation+(xu_aoa)’];
data_l = [zeros([size_xu,1])+blade.midradius yl_aoa’ blade.axialLocation+(xl_aoa)’];
end
upSurfPre = {’StartLoft’,’StartCurve’};
upSurfTer = {’EndCurve’};
loSurfPre = {’StartCurve’};
loSurfTer = {’EndCurve’,’EndLoft’,’End’};
excelFile = ’GSD_PointSplineLoftFromExcel.xls’;
sheet = ’Feuil1’;
xlswrite(excelFile,{’StartLoft’},sheet);
xlswrite(excelFile,{’StartCurve’},sheet,’A2’);
xlswrite(excelFile,data_u,sheet,’A3’);
xlswrite(excelFile,{’EndCurve’},sheet,strcat(’A’,num2str(3+size_xu)));
xlswrite(excelFile,{’StartCurve’},sheet,strcat(’A’,num2str(4+size_xu)));
xlswrite(excelFile,data_l,sheet,strcat(’A’,num2str(5+size_xu)))
xlswrite(excelFile,{’EndCurve’},sheet,strcat(’A’,num2str(4+size_xu+1+size_xu)));
xlswrite(excelFile,{’EndLoft’},sheet,strcat(’A’,num2str(4+size_xu+2+size_xu)));
xlswrite(excelFile,{’End’},sheet,strcat(’A’,num2str(4+size_xu+3+size_xu)));
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plot_ordinate(xu,yu,xl,yl);
plot_ordinate(xu_aoa,yu_aoa,xl_aoa,yl_aoa);
(slope_angle_prime(1)-slope_angle_prime(end))*57.3
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5.5 Meanline Code Results
Detailed meanline code input/output data entry blocks for the different compressor
components have been appended in the following pages.
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ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
Description symbol value units 
flight altitude h= 0 ft
static pressure P= 101325 Pa
temperature differential ∆T= 0.05 K
static temperature T= 288.20 K
density ρ = 1.23 kg/m3
speed of sound a = 340.23 m/s
FREE STREAM CONDTIONS 
Description symbol Value units 
free stream velocity V = 0 m/s
free stream mach M = 0.00 -
total pressure Po = 101325 Pa
total temperature To = 288.20 K
Description symbol value units 
INLET LIP
Inlet Mass Flow Rate m_dot = 0.907 kg/s 
design mach M1 = 0.05 -   
inlet area A1 = 0.044 m2
inlet head pressure loss ∆P = -1 %
inlet total pressure Po1 = 100312 Pa
inlet total temperature To1 = 288.20 K
static pressure P1 = 100136 Pa
static temperature T1 = 288.06 K
desity ρ1 = 1.212 kg/m3
sonic speed a1 = 340.18 m/s
velocity at lip V1 = 17.01 m/s
INLET DIFFUSER EXIT
inlet duct static-static efficiency n_ss = 0.960 -
Impeller mass flow rate m_dot = 0.907 kg/s 
diffuser exit area A2 = 0.0046 m2
Inducer inlet axial Mach M2 = 0.597 -
total temperature at inlet To2 = 288.20 K
static temperature at inlet T2 = 269.05 K
static temperature ratio τ2 = 0.934 -
static pressure ratio π2 = 0.779 -
duct exit static pressure P2 = 78051 Pa
duct exit total pressure Po2 = 99282 Pa
density ρ2 = 1.011 kg/m3
sonic speed a2 = 328.81 m/s
axial velocity V2 = 196.13 m/s
INLET DESIGN
Description symbol value units 
IMPELLER INLET
rotational velocity RPM = 75000 rpm
impeller total pressure ratio Πo = 9.50 -
inlet total pressure Po2b = 99282 Pa
inlet static pressure P2b = 78051 Pa
inlet total temperature To2b = 288.20 K
inlet static temperature T2b = 269.05 K
meanline absolute Mach number M2b_m = 0.60 -
impeller total-total isentropic efficiency ηTT = 0.916 -
inlet total enthalpy ho2b = 289081 J/kg.K
inlet static enthalpy h2b = 269876 J/kg.K
HUB AERO
blade speed at hub U2b_h = 171.74 m/s
blade absolute axial velocity,hub Vax2_h = 196.13 m/s
blade absolute flow angle, hub α2_h = 0.00 deg.
blade tangential velocity, absolute Vu2_h = 0.00 m/s
absolute flow velocity, hub V2_h = 196.13 m/s
blade relative tangential vel., hub Wu2_h = -171.74 m/s
blade relative flow velocity, hub W2_h = 260.70 m/s
relative flow angle, hub β2_h = -41.21 deg.
hub relative Mach number M2b_rel_h = 0.79 -
MEANLINE AERO
blade angular velocity Ω = 7857.1 deg/s
blade speed at meanline U2b_m = 256.54 m/s
blade absolute axial velocity Vax2_m = 196.13 m/s
blade absolute flow angle α2_m = 0.00 deg.
blade tangential velocity, absolute Vu2_m = 0.00 m/s
absolute flow velocity V2_m = 196.13 m/s
blade tangential velocity, relative Wu2_m = -256.54 m/s
blade relative speed at meanline W2_m = 322.92 m/s
relative flow angle, meanline β2_m = -52.60 deg,
meanline relative Mach number M2b_rel_m= 0.98 -
inlet euler turbo machinery prod. U.Vu = 0.00 m/s
SHROUD AERO
blade speed at shroud U2b_t = 343.48 m/s
blade absolute axial velocity, shroud Vax2_t = 196.13 m/s
blade absolute flow angle, shroud α2_t = 0.00 deg.
blade absolute tangential velocity, shroud Vu2_t = 0.00 m/s 
blade absolute flow velocity, shroud  V2_t = 196.13 m/s 
blade relative tangential vel., shroud Wu2_t = -343.48 m/s
blade relative flow velocity, shroud W2_t = 395.54 m/s
relative flow angle, shroud β2_t = -60.27 deg.
shroud relative Mach number M2b_rel_t = 1.203 -
IMPELLER AERO/THERMO
IMPELLER EXIT
exit total pressure Po3a = 943182 Pa
exit static pressure P3a = 416986 Pa
guess value for gamma γ = 1.3915 -
specific heat ratio at impeller exit cp = 1019.75 J/kg
exit total enthalpy ho3a = 574572 J/kg.K
inlet-exit total enthalpy difference Δho23 = 285492 J/kg.K
exit total temperature To3a = 563.44 K
total temperature ratio τo3a = 1.955 -
exit static temperature T3a = 447.84 K
exit flow density ρ3a = 3.245 kg/m3
exit flow area A3a = 0.00166 m2
exit static enthalpy h3a = 456684 J/kg.K
specific heat ratio actual gamma = 1.3915 -
MEANLINE AERO
number of impeller blades Z = 19 -
blade backsweep angle X3a = -30.00 deg.
empirical slip factor σ = 0.882 -
blade speed at exit U3a = 627.00 m/s
estimated slip velocity  Vs = -74.29 m/s
ideal tangential whirl velocity Wu3ai = -97.38 m/s
estimated actual tangential whirl velocity Wu3a = -171.67 m/s
estimated whirl velocity W3a = 240.67 m/s
exit relative flow angle β3a = -45.50 deg.
exit relative flow Mach M3a_rel = 0.569 -
axial climb rate climb vax3a = 0.86 -
exit axial velocity Vax3a = 168.68 m/s
estimated actual tangential absolute velocity Vu3a = 455.33 m/s
exit absolute flow velocity V3a = 485.57 m/s
exit absolute flow Mach M3a = 1.148 -
exit absolute flow angle α3_m = 69.673 deg.
exit blade row height h = 3.304 mm
DUAL VANED DIFFUSER AERO/THERMO
Description symbol value units 
IMPELLER 1 EXIT THERMO
inlet total pressure Po3A = 943182 Pa
inlet static pressure P3A = 416986 Pa
inlet total temperature To2b = 563.44 K
inlet static temperature T3A = 447.84 K
inlet static density ρ3A = 3.25 kg/s
inlet static enthalpy h3A = 456684 J/kg.K
inlet total enthalpy ho3A = 574572 J/kg.K
inlet absolute Mach M3A = 1.148 -
IMPELLER 1 EXIT AERO
inlet axial velocity Vax3A = 168.68 m/s
inlet absolute tangential velocity Vu3A = 455.33 m/s
inlet absolute velocity V3A = 485.57 m/s
inlet absolute flow angle α3_m = 69.673 deg.
VANELESS DIFFUSER CALCULATIONS
vaneless diffuser meridional length Cm = 5.000 mm
diffuser exit area A3B = 0.00176 m2
exit total temperature To3B = 563.44 K
exit static temperature T3B = 462.97 K
flow sonic speed a3B = 429.71 m/s
diffuser static temperature ratio τ3B = 1.034 -
vaneless diffuser static-static efficiency ηSS = 0.99 -
vaneless diffuser static pressure ratio π3B = 1.124 -
exit static pressure P3B = 468733 Pa
exit total pressure Po3B = 942659 Pa
density at exit ρ3B = 3.529 kg/m3
axial velocity at exit Vax3B = 145.98 m/s
absolute axial velocity climb ClimbVax3B = 0.87 -
free vortex constant rVu = 36.34 -
guess absolute axial velocity climb ClimbVax3B = 0.87 -
diffuser exit absolute axial velocity Vax3B = 145.98 m/s
diffuser exit absolute tangential velocity Vu3B = 428.48 m/s
exit absolute velocity V3B = 452.67 m/s
exit absolute flow angle α3B_m = 71.19 deg.
exit flow Mach M3B = 1.05 -
DIFFUSER 1 EXIT THERMO
total pressure loss coefficient K4 = 0.2390 -
flow dynamic pressure 1/2 rho V2 = 361547 Pa
loss coefficient correction factor c = 3 -
diffuser exit total pressure Po4 = 856232 Pa
diffuser exit static pressure P4 = 590333 Pa
diffuser exit total temperature To4 = 563.44 K
diffuser exit static temperature T4 = 507.76 K
sonic speed a4 = 449.31 m/s
diffuser exit static density ρ4 = 4.052 kg/m3
diffuser exit absolute velocity Vax4 = 102.86 m/s
exit static enthalpy h4 = 523244 J/kg.K
exit total enthalpy ho4 = 574572 J/kg.K
diffuser 1 exit area A4 = 0.00218 m2
guess absolute axial velocity climb ClimbVax4 = 0.705 -
DIFFUSER 1 EXIT AERO
exit absolute flow angle α4_m = 72.250 deg.
axial velocity climb climbVax4 = 0.705 1/100 
exit absolute axial velocity Vax4 = 102.86 m/s
exit absolute tangential velocity Vu4 = 321.34 m/s
exit absolute velocity V4 = 337.40 m/s
diffuser 1 exit Mach M4 = 0.751 -
diffuser 1 turning angle Δα = 2.577 deg.
blade stagger angle σs = 70.961 deg.
90 DEGREE DUCT TO DIFFUSER 2
duct static-static efficiency ηss = 0.820 -
meridional velocity climb rate climbVax5 = 1.025 1/100
duct exit axial velocity Vax5 = 105.43 m/s
duct exit flow absolute angle α5_m = 71.250 deg.
duct exit flow tangential velocity Vu5 = 310.60 m/s
duct exit absolute velocity V5 = 328.01 m/s
duct exit Mach M5 = 0.728 -
90 DEGREE DUCT TO DIFFUSER 2 THERMO
duct exit static temperature T5 = 511.24 K
duct exit total temperature To5 = 563.44 K
duct exit static enthalpy h5 = 526829 J/kg.K
duct exit total enthalpy ho5 = 574572 J/kg.K
duct static temperature ratio τ5 = 1.007 -
duct static pressure ratio π5 = 1.030 -
duct exit static pressure P5 = 608257 Pa
duct exit total pressure Po5 = 862490 Pa
duct exit static density ρ5 = 4.15 kg/m3
duct exit area A5 = 0.002074 m2
DIFFUSER 2 EXIT AERO
total pressure loss coefficient K6 = 0.1887 -
loss coefficient correction factor c = 5 -
flow dynamic pressure 1/2 rho V2 = 223082 Pa
diffuser exit total pressure Po6 = 820394 Pa
diffuser exit static pressure P6 = 722582 Pa
exit flow total temperature To6 = 563.44 K
exit flow static temperature T6 = 543.93 K
meridional velocity climb rate climbVax6 = 1.050 -
absolute flow axial velocity Vax6 = 110.71 m/s
exit absolute flow angle α6 = 56.500 deg.
exit absolute flow tangential velocity Vu6 = 167.26 m/s
exit absolute flow velocity V6 = 200.58 m/s
exit absolute flow Mach M6 = 0.432 -
diffuser exit static density ρ6 = 4.630 kg/m3
diffuser exit area A6 = 0.001769 m2
diffuser 2 turning angle Δα = 14.75 deg.
blade stagger angle σs = 63.875 deg.
DIFFUSER 3 EXIT THERMO
total pressure loss coefficient K7 = 0.0281 -
loss coefficient correction factor c = 8 -
flow dynamic pressure 1/2 rho V2 = 93141 Pa
diffuser exit total pressure Po7 = 817779 Pa
diffuser exit static pressure P7 = 779930 Pa
diffuser exit total temperature To7 = 563.44 K
diffuser exit static temperature T7 = 556.12 K
diffuser exit static density ρ7 = 5.126 kg/m3
diffuser exit area A7 = 0.00152233 m2
meridional velocity climb rate climbVax7 = 1.050 1/100
absolute flow axial velocity Vax7 = 116.24 m/s
exit absolute flow angle α7 = 19.500 deg.
absolute flow tangential velocity Vu7 = 41.16 m/s
absolute flow velocity V7 = 123.31 m/s
absolute flow Mach M7 = 0.263 -
diffuser 3 turning angle Δα = 37.00 deg.
blade stagger angle σs = 38 deg.
DUMP DIFFUSER
duct static-static efficiency ηss = 0.9 -
exit absolute Mach M8 = 0.05 -
sonic speed a8 = 469.34819 m/s
absolute velocity V8 = 23.467 m/s
duct exit total temperature To8 = 563.44 K
duct exit static temperature T8 = 563.18 K
static temperature ratio τ8 = 1.013 -
static pressure ratio π8 = 1.042 -
static pressure at exit P8 = 812741 Pa
total pressure at exit Po8 = 814145 Pa
approximate exit swirl α8 = 17.500 deg.
flow axial velocity Vax8 = 22.381 m/s
density at exit ρ8 = 5.030 kg/m3
exit area A8 = 0.00806 m2
DUAL VANED DIFFUSER AERO/THERMO
Description symbol value units 
DIFFUSER 1 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
baseline blade solidity σb = 1.115 -
solidity bias σ_bias = -0.115 -
blade solidity σ = 1.000
blade meridional chord Cm = 20.000 mm
blade pitch S = 20.00 mm
mid radius rm = 89.80 mm
no of blades NOB = 28 -
diffusion factor DF = 0.359 -
blade inlet absolute velocity Vin = 485.57 m/s
blade outlet absolute velocity Vex = 337.40 m/s
inlet swirl velocity Vuin = 455.33 m/s
oulet swirl velocity Vuex = 321.34 m/s
inlet radius rin = 0.08 m
outlet radius rex = 0.10 m
DIFFUSER 2 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
baseline blade solidity σb = 1 -
solidity bias σ_bias = 0.500 -
blade solidity σ = 1.5
blade meridional chord Cm = 22.500 mm
blade pitch S = 15.00 mm
mid radius rm = 108.10 mm
no of blades NOB = 45 -
diffusion factor DF = 0.534 -
blade inlet absolute velocity Vin = 328.01 m/s
blade outlet absolute velocity Vex = 200.58 m/s
inlet swirl velocity Vuin = 310.60 m/s
oulet swirl velocity Vuex = 167.26 m/s
inlet radius rin = 0.11 mm
outlet radius rex = 0.11 mm
DIFFUSER 3 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
baseline blade solidity σb = 1 -
solidity bias σ_bias = 0.500 -
blade solidity σ = 1.500
blade meridional chord Cm = 22.500 mm
blade pitch S = 15.00 mm
mid radius rm = 108.10 mm
no of blades NOB = 45 -
diffusion factor DF = 0.595 -
blade inlet absolute velocity Vin = 200.58 m/s
blade outlet absolute velocity Vex = 123.31 m/s
inlet swirl velocity Vuin = 167.26 m/s
oulet swirl velocity Vuex = 41.16 m/s
inlet radius rin = 0.11 mm
outlet radius rex = 0.11 mm
